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Today’s Plan

• Reading Quiz


• Today’s topic:

• The political economy of international migration (1)


• Today is more economics

• Next week is more culturally focused
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Reading Quiz (1)
• What is Caplan’s argument in the Vox article?

• A. Migration should not be restricted

• B. We should prioritize skilled laborers over family reunification 

when issuing visas

• C. We should prioritize family reunification over specific skills when 

issuing visas

• D. We should sharply limit migration to save the American way of 

life
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Reading Quiz (2)
• According to Carbaugh, what is a fear developing nations have 

regarding open immigration policies?


• A. increase in crime

• B. highly educated leaving for industrial nations

• C. less regulation of imports
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International Migration

• When you think about the politics of migration, what are 
the issues you usually think about?


• Todays plan:

• Political economy of international migration:

• Who wins and who loses

• Who wields political power
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Review Question

•  What are the three primary factors of production?

• A. Land, Water, and Air

• B. Iron, Wheat, and Oil

• C. Transportation, Housing, and Manufacturing

• D. Land, Labor, and Capital

• E. Physical Capital, Human Capital, and Financial 

Capital
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Moving Factors of Production

• Comparative advantage is based on a country’s 
endowments of land, labor and capital


• Land can’t move 

• Foreign investment is the movement of capital

• International migration is the movement of labor
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Reviewing Our Factor Endowment Story

• Who loses when unskilled labor moves from poor 
countries to rich countries?

• A. Skilled workers and capital owners in rich countries

• B. Unskilled labor in rich countries and capital/land  

owners in poor countries

• C. Capital/land owners in rich countries
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Is migration good for migrants?
•  The wage ratio for a 35-year old male with 9 years of education 

from Peru is 3.8

•  He makes $21,000 per year in the US if he immigrates

•  If he stays in Peru, he makes $5500 per year 

• That is adjusted for purchasing power parity! 


• The ratio for Haiti is 7.8
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Is migration good for poor migrant-sending 
countries? 

•  Brain Drain: The most skilled and educated workers leaving 
developing countries


•  20,000 health care professionals emigrate from Africa 
annually


•  Leaves shortage of trained doctors and nurses


•  Brain waste: Sometimes highly educated migrants work low-
skilled jobs in their new country


• Think Ethiopian engineers driving cabs in the US
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Is migration good for poor migrant-sending 
countries? 

•  Remittances: Money (from wages) that migrants send to their 
families back home.


•  Makes up as much as 25% or even 50% of GDP in some 
poor countries


•  This helps offset brain drain:

• Nigerian-trained doctors in Canada each send home an average 

of $7,000 per year.   

• Reduced unrest

• Governments encourage the young and unemployed to emigrate
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Is migration good for poor migrant-sending 
countries? 

• Incentives for education: If Filipinos can get nursing jobs in Europe, 
it encourages them to invest in a nursing education


•  Quality of nurse training goes up

•  Many don’t leave, or work for awhile before leaving


• Return Migration: Returning migrants from Silicon Valley kickstarted 
the Indian software boom

• Knowledge transfer:

• Migrate, learn, return


• Foreign direct investment by migrants (i.e. starting companies back 
in the homeland)

• Migrate, earn, invest back home
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Is migration good for rich countries? 
(The Good)

•  The state spends money on you at 2 primary times in your life: 

•  When you’re a kid (public education)

•  When you’re old (social security)


• Migrants often want to come as adults and retire back home

•  That’s a pretty good deal

•  Bangladeshis work all the oil fields in the Middle East


•  US businesses are constantly lobbying for more open immigration

•  Microsoft and Google especially need more skilled-worker visas
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Is migration good for rich countries? 
(The Bad)
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Migration and Wages 1980-2000: 
(Borjas and Katz, 2005)
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Here is a pro-immigration argument
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Is migration good for rich countries? 
(The Bad)

•  Immigration into the U.S. increases inequality

• Mostly because we let in very unskilled and very skilled workers, 

few people in the middle

• Low skilled migrants reduce low-skilled wages

• BUT: Migrants and non-migrants are not perfect substitutes, even 

at the same skill level


• In total: 1980-2000, immigration accounts for about 5% of the 
increase in inequality in the U.S. (Card 2009).
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Is migration good for rich countries? 
(The Bad)

•  What group(s) in the U.S. tend to oppose immigration? Why? 

•  Is unskilled labor in the U.S. politically powerful?

•  Why or why not?
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And An Anti-immigration Ad
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How Immigration Works in the U.S. 

• Three historical principals:

• Reunification of families

• Admitting immigrants with valuable skills

• Protecting refugees
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Immigration into the U.S.: The Numbers

• 675,000 total (legal) permanent immigrants per year

• Refugees not included (80,000 in 2010)


• Of that 675k:

• 480,000 of these are for family reunification

• 140,000 for employment based (and their children)

• 50,000 diversity lottery visas per year
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Why Michael Clemens is My Hero

• Careful, rigorous work quantifying the effects of 
migration on:

• 1. Migrants themselves

• 2. Migrants’ families

• 3. Migrants’ countries of origin
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A Question:

• Why does capital move so much more freely than 
people?


• Does this make sense?
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